WINNERS ANNOUNCED
2014 KING FAISAL INTERNATIONAL PRIZE
FOR ARABIC LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

Riyadh, 14 January 2014G - 13 Rabi’ I 1435H, HRH Prince Khalid Al-Faisal, Executive President of King Faisal Foundation, tonight announced the winners of the King Faisal International Prize.

The King Faisal International Prize for Arabic Language and Literature for this year 2014G/1435H, Topic: Studies on Modern Arabic Novel, has been awarded to:

**Dr. Abdullah Ibrahim (Iraq)**
Cultural Advisor, Emir’s Court, Qatar

In appreciation of his distinguished contributions to the study of the modern Arabic novel. Dr. Ibrahim has employed different literary analytical methods in his book. His thorough knowledge of the Arabic narrative and world literary arts has enabled him to refine this complex specialty and analyze it in a persuasive manner, and to elucidate the discourse between the Arabic narrative and mainstream narrative in world literature.

Note to Editor:

1- Over the past 36 years, a total of 46 scholars from 13 countries have been awarded the King Faisal International Prize for Arabic Language and Literature.
2- The topic for the 2015G/1436H King Faisal International Prize for Arabic Language and Literature is *(Venture Towards Arabisation of Scientific and Medical Matters).*
3- The deadline for nomination is 1.5.2014G (2.7.1435H).